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Steve Brewer is the Training Manager for National Indian Gaming Commission
and has held this position since October 2015. The training manager manages
the training program for the agency which includes both internal and external
training and technical assistance in line with the strategic plan and commission
imitative of developing a strong workforce both internally and externally. Steve
has over 17 years of gaming experience and brings to the agency a unique skill
set that has positioned him well as the manager of the training program.
Steve started his career with the NIGC back in December 2008 as an auditor,
where he conducted audits of the MICS and commission regulations. Prior to
that Steve worked for a tribe under the Tribal Gaming Regulatory Authority
where he held a myriad of positions, from licensing, to compliance officer to
compliance supervisor to the internal auditor. Prior to that Steve served in the
U.S. Army where he spent 22 years active and reserve as a Military Policeman,
where he conducted combat support operations and law enforcement duties
including as a certified trainer and has worked in a myriad of roles within the
U.S. Army.
While serving in the U.S. Army Steve has received numerous decorations and accommodations, during his career both
stateside and overseas.
Steve holds a Bachelor’s of Science in Accounting and Business Administration, and a Master’s in Business
Administration and is a certified fraud examiner (CFE).

The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act created the National Indian Gaming Commission to support tribal self-sufficiency and the integrity of
Indian gaming. The NIGC has developed four initiatives to support its mission including (1) To protect against anything that amounts to
gamesmanship on the backs of tribes; (2) To stay ahead of the Technology Curve; (3) Rural outreach; and (4) To maintain a strong workforce
within NIGC and with its tribal regulatory partners. NIGC oversees the efficient regulation of 506 gaming establishments operated by 244
tribes across 29 states. The Commission’s dedication to compliance with the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act ensures the integrity of the
growing $31.2 billion Indian gaming industry. To learn more, visit www.nigc.gov and follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
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